
Vital Force Technology™ (VFT) was developed by Russian researcher,

quantum radiophysicist and inventor . It is based on the

same subtle energy fields that have been utilized for thousands of years

in the practices of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Like acupuncture, practical

applications of Vital Force Technology™ have a proven track record even though

modern science has yet to formally recognize the existence of subtle energy.

VFT involves a three-part process comprised of a tunable plasma based

generator that is able to generate and formulate subtle energy patterns, a

storage system, and an infusing system that can infuse these patterns into

almost any substance. This process creates safe, stable and repeatable

formulations of subtle energy that can be targeted for specific biological

functions whether physiological, psychological, mental or spiritual, for

application in a variety of industries and contexts.

VFT makes

it possible to utilize the unique healing properties of Periodic Table Elements

while escaping the side effects produced by their chemical counterparts; for

example, the energetic pattern of Lithium is effective against depression;

Germanium supports the immune system, etc.

This ability makes it possible to

dramatically improve the benefits of existing products with energetic formulas

derived from rare or expensive materials such as rare herbs, essential oils or

expensive precious stones.

Dr. Yury Kronn

1. Generate the energetic blueprints of any of the Periodic Table Elements,

which are the building blocks of all substances in the physical world.

2. Reproduce with great precision the energetic blueprints of any substance

(including herbs, essential oils, gems and minerals), and infuse these energetic

blueprints into other (carrier) substances.

The most significant features of VFT that distinguish it from all other subtle

energy technologies in the marketplace today are its tunable generator and

ability to do the following:
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3. Produce Subtle Energy patterns with controllable properties defined by

Traditional Chinese Medicine as “The Five Elements”. As a result VFT has

created complex energetic formulas following the time tested rules used in

Traditional Chinese Medicine, for example, energy infused topicals to influence

the acupuncture meridians without needles (non-invasive acupuncture).

These unique characteristics of VFT make it possible to create specifically

targeted energetic formulas in a way that is similar to the process of blending

herbal or homeopathic formulas. Though both VFT formulas and homeopathic

preparations are subtle energy based remedies, Vital Force Technology takes

the concept of energetic remedies to a new, more advanced level:

1. VFT formulas are much more energetically powerful and consequently more

stable in response to external influences like electrical and magnetic fields and

x-rays.

2. Since VFT is not restricted to “copying” information from existing substances

but is able to generate unlimited variations of energetic patterns with

“elemental properties”, it has opened the door for experiments to find more

effective energies for specific targeted applications. An example of such a

formula is “Stress Relief”, which relieves anxiety at a speed unknown in the

world of anti-stress remedies.

3. In general, “VFT formulas have a deeper, faster, broader influence and are

more effective than regular homeopathics”. (Dr. S. Davis, DC, NMD, Redding

CA.) The effects of homeopathics are usually enhanced by infusing them with

appropriate VFT formulas.
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The unique ability of VFT to generate an infinite number of subtle energy

configurations that can be combined, tested and restructured as application

requires puts this technology in a category by itself. Using VFT it is possible to

create subtle energy formulations of a highly sophisticated nature. Where

electromagnetic energy has only two parameters, frequency and intensity,

subtle energy has an array of qualities best explained by Traditional Chinese

Medicine's Five Element Theory which uses the analogy of the interaction of

Water, Wood, Fire, Earth and Metal to describe the way subtle energy behaves.

The beauty of this system is that it provides a relatively simple framework for

understanding and making practical use of the complex inter-relationships of

different qualities of subtle energy. Dr. Yury Kronn's extensive research into the

Five Element Theory and Traditional Chinese Medicine supplied him with an

excellent foundation for formulating sophisticated patterns of subtle energy

and their fine tuned combinations to promote and achieve a state of balanced

flow of energy throughout the human system.

VFT offers inexpensive stand-alone products that have been field tested widely

by health practitioners in clinics and private practices throughout North

America. These practitioners and their clients report excellent results. The Vital

Force infusion process has also been used to create cost effective 'ingredients'

that can be simply added to any manufacturing process to dramatically enhance

the biological effects of nutritional products and topical formulations. We can

easily infuse any substance from liquids and lotions to tinctures, supplements

and powders.

Vital Force™ Subtle Energy products have been successfully marketed to

healthcare professionals and manufacturers by its distribution company

Energy Tools International, LLC for over 8 years.

For more information please call: 1-800-341-7458.
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